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Shoe-dles is a g-rated coloring book for adults. There are 32 pages of hand-drawn, doodled shoes.
There are cute boots and shoes for the country gal. As well as great high heel platforms shoe for the
young woman out on the Club scene, to the mature woman dressed up and going to the big Gala.
There is a shoe for every person and a Shoe-dle for each and every mood.
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Summary:"Shoe-dles" contains 32 full size images, 5 pages of introductory material, and 4 pages of
blotter paper in the back. It measures 8.5 x 11 inches and is glue bound into a laminated style
cover. Featuring black and white line drawings of shoes, this book is appropriate for colorists of all
ages and skill levels.Paper:The paper in this book is bright white and about the same thickness as
standard copy weight. All pages are single sided and non-perforated. All mediums should be okay,
but any wet products may cause the paper to wrinkle and they will bleed through. Be sure to place
several sheets of blotter paper under your current picture to prevent further color transfer.Artwork:As
the title implies, "Shoe-dles" focuses on many styles of footwear. Inside you'll see spike heels,
cowboy boots, sandals, platforms, and more. Some are surrounded by decorative borders, while
others are not. All of the images end before reaching the binding, so you can remove them easily.
Detail level remains fairly consistent throughout and print quality is very clean. Picture completion
time should range from 3-6 hours(may be slightly different for each individual). Overall, this is a
super fun book with a very creative theme. It would be best suited for chalk/crayon/pencil colorists

who enjoy coloring fashion clothing items.I received this book free in exchange for a fair and honest
review.

This is a wonderful and enjoyable book to color ....and who dosen't love shoes! The shoes, boots,
sandals, and clogs for all occasions from a night out to down on the farm and to the beach... a shoe
for every occasion! There are 32 coloring pages and each one has the fabulous doodles by Patricia
that makes it just that more interesting. I would recommend this book to everyone ...from young to
old. Buy your copy for your collection today!

Beautifly drawn by Patty. Each shoe in the book is different and unique. I enjoyed coloring them. I'm
not a girly girl, jeans and sneakers for me. I'd fall off the heels but that doesn't mean I don't love
shoes. These gave me the opportunity to color them they was I'd like to see them.

As a shoe hoarder I MEAN lover, this book was on my must-have list the moment I heard about it!
From page to page, you feel like you're shopping for shoes - and let's face it, for us shoe addicts,
that's a ton of fun!This collection of shoes is like a museum. You see the old Victorian style lace up
boot, the classic Mary Janes, the summer favorite - flip-flops - and everything in between. There are
highly glamorous styles, simple and modern styles, and even some wildly crazy styles that make my
feet ache just looking at them! LOL The doodle art in each shoe is consistent throughout the entire
design, so it's truly relaxing to color these with their repetitive shapes.I couldn't choose a favorite to
color first, so I had the boyfriend choose. He literally just opened the book to a random page and
handed it back to me. The result of that highly sophisticated system of choosing just the right picture
is attached below. It was so fun to color! I imagined all the different places I would wear these, and
thought about shoes of my own that were somewhat similar to these in the past. Now I miss them!
;)The pages in this book are medium weight, so, use a blotter sheet or plastic beneath each page if
you use a wet medium such as markers or watercolors. The 32 designs range from fairly easy to
more detailed and complex, giving everyone something to color. There is lots of white/empty space
surrounding each shoe, so the artistic person can easily add their own doodles or backgrounds if
they so please.Overall, this is a fantastic book for any shoe-lover. This would make an excellent gift
for any shoe fanatic. Just pick up this book and box of colored pencils, and BOOM: the perfect gift!

Won in a contest. So love this book. Has a lot of good pages. If you love shoes this is a coloring
book for you. I colored the sandle and I added a picture of it. Really good book I give it a 10 out of

10.

I never liked shoes but now i LOVE shoes! To colour that is! Patty's Shoe-dles are so much fun to
colour!!
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